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Tundra TamerTM products are made with 

Argonics polyurethane, which is regarded 

by the mining, concrete and agricultural 

industries as one of the most wear-resistant 

polyurethane available.



Our long-lasting polyurethane blocks retrofit 
your plow trucks’ steel or tungsten curb runners. 
When tested in an area with high snowfall in the 
northern Upper Peninsula of Michigan, the curb 
saver blocks are lasting 1-2 seasons.

BENEFITS
Eliminates chipping and breaking of concrete curbing 

Protects plow from damage and increased maintenance 

Less shock and vibration on the plow truck and operator 

Reversible block offers two wear surfaces 

Attachment is standard bolt pattern 

CURB SAVER 
BLOCK

The polyurethane blade will absorb the shock 
produced by impact and will not crack the cast 
iron and concrete structures. Protect your manhole 
covers, valve boxes, curbs, markings, reflectors 
and cobblestones. 

SNOW PLOW 
CUTTING EDGES

BENEFITS
Designed to withstand the harshest winters

Polyurethane outlasts rubber 3-5 times, 
reducing truck downtime

Reversible blade doubles the wear life

Noise reduction for both residential areas 
and the driver

Absorbs shock, creating less wear and tear 
on vehicle and less driver fatigue

800.991.2746

Note: Maximum speed 
of 35 mph

Note: Maximum speed 
of 35 mph



Our corrosion-resistant polyurethane salt 
and sand spinners have a higher abrasion 
resistance than steel. Because of their light-
weight, low-maintenance design, they require 
less horsepower to turn.  

Argonics polyurethane snow blower rotor paddles 
last four times longer than OEM rubber paddles. 
The paddles are designed with wear indicator 
nubs to help you visually see when it’s time to 
order more.

BENEFITS
Resistant to the corrosive action of salt and sand

Flexible – spinners do not bend or break when hit

Universal design fits most truck equipment 
on the market

Two designs available with straight or curved fins

Steel inserts available on select sizes

BENEFITS
3/8” thick, one of the thickest available

Last 4 or more times longer than OEM rubber rotors

Fit more than 80 different models of snow blowers 
and throwers

Wear indicator nubs help you visually see when it’s 
time to replace

Attachment is standard bolt pattern 

SALT & SAND 
SPINNERS

SNOW BLOWER
ROTOR PADDLES
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Argonics’ high performance polyurethane materials 
have proven effective, with easy installation, reduced 
maintenance costs and reduced downtimes. Argonics 
products save customers thousands of dollars in lost 
production and man-hours. Our success is measured 
by our customers’ satisfaction.


